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SECURITY & PRIVACY ISSUES OF HOME GLOBALIZATION
GUEST EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION

O ver the last few years, people have been reshap-
ing their homes into smart hubs owing to a wide 

array of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, including 
interconnected lights, locks, sensors, cameras, actuators, 
wearables, and appliances accessible through the Inter-
net that can be controlled locally via voice or remotely 
though mobile phones. As a consequence, modern 
smart homes are complex internetworks of laptops, 
mobile phones, game consoles, wearable equipment, 
and various consumer IoT nodes, which can be used for 
work, health, safety, and entertainment purposes. This 
transformation culminated in globalized homes that can 
be accessed from anywhere. Although the globalization 
process showcases many benefits, it also renders homes 
more insecure and less private places where individuals 
are exposed to an increasing variety of threats from the 
outside world.

For instance, IoT nodes at the basis of global-
ized homes are increasingly abused by adaptations of 
well-known attacks exploiting the variety of data and 
devices populating modern apartments and houses. 
Moreover, home-based and consumer IoT frameworks 
usually collect and manage information that is tightly 
coupled with the everyday life of individuals and can, 

thus, be considered a source of sensitive data valuable 
for profiling or reconnaissance attempts.1 Modern 
homes are also technologically balkanized with ser-
vices provided via different frameworks and by multiple 
hardware/software vendors, often through cloud- or 
fog-based schema, leading to complex attack surfaces 
with large-scale implications hard to comprehend 
in advance. 

As an example, with the COVID-19 pandemic, 
many homes have been abruptly transformed into 
offices, bringing their insecurities into working/
industrial perimeters. This is the case of the ran-
somware attack that targeted the Italian vaccination 
booking system in August 2021, which originated 
from the home computer of a remote worker.2 There-
fore, enforcing security and privacy requirements at 
the basis of the “home globalization process” entails 
rethinking and developing new defenses and solutions 
as well as addressing emerging social challenges for 
law enforcement agencies, policy makers, and foren-
sics professionals.

In This Issue
The response to the home globalization theme was 
important. The call for papers received 17 manu-
scripts, and a rigorous and thorough review process 
led to the selection of seven articles composing this 
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special issue. The accepted articles demonstrate that 
home globalization poses a highly heterogeneous set 
of technical challenges, especially in terms of privacy 
and human aspects, hence demanding the support 
of multiple privacy and security requirements in a 
built-in and native manner.3

In more detail, the first group of articles is aimed 
at investigating and solving some key technical chal-
lenges of actual and future smart homes. Specifically, 
“Automated Privacy Preferences for Smart Home Data 
Sharing Using Personal Data Stores,” “Personal IoT 
Privacy Control at the Edge,” and “Preserving Privacy 
in the Globalized Smart Home—The SIFIS-Home Proj-
ect” propose different solutions and ideas to enhance 
the privacy of smart homes. Such works attest to the 
wide range of theoretical and architectural aspects to 
consider as well as the importance of the topic, which 
is also supported by the European Union, e.g., through 
funded research projects. Indeed, security is the other 
core component for the success of home globalization. 
In this vein, “Toward Cybersecurity Personalization in 
Smart Homes” empha-
sizes the importance 
of suitable configura-
tion techniques to make 
b o t h  m a c h i n e s  a n d 
humans less vulnerable.

The second group of 
works reminds us that 
smart homes are about 
people, and this requires 
us to think about usabil-
ity; develop mechanisms for protecting the weak; and 
assess a composite set of legal, social, and ethical aspects. 
This group of articles aims at attacking such issues. In 
more detail, “Citizens’ Cybersecurity Behavior—Some 
Major Challenges” reviews and highlights the various 
issues awaiting to be faced in the next years, whereas “(In)
Secure Smart Device Use Among Senior Citizens” and 
“The Ethical Smart Home—Perspectives and Guidelines” 
provide interesting ideas and insights on the “human” 
side of the conundrum of the data, hardware, and soft-
ware that make our homes more pleasant and efficient. 

F inally, we would like to thank the authors who 
submitted their work to this special issue and the 

reviewers who helped in the selection process. We also 

would like to thank the IEEE Security & Privacy editors, 
Prof. Terry Benzel and Prof. Sean Peisert, for their con-
tinuous help and support.  
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Smart homes are about people, and this 

requires us to think about usability; 

develop mechanisms for protecting 

the weak; and assess a composite set 

of legal, social, and ethical aspects.


